
Is Your Brand Ready to Market Its Latest High-Tech Product? 

 

 

High technology marketing can highly improve a brand's exposure and number of 

customers. Of course, this will boost the revenues and make your hard work pay off as 

well. Just that it has to be initiated when your brand is ready for it, especially if we are 

talking about a startup company. 

 

Before asking for specialized marketing, it's important to figure out whether your brand 

is really ready to take things to a whole new level or if there are still aspects that need 

to be improved. After all, you don't want to end up selling flawed products that don't 

satisfy user's requirements, right? 

 

You know you are ready when: 

- The product is complete. 

A customer will analyze a product differently than the person who created or sold it. 

You focus on delivering impressive technical specifications and features. But you need 

to put yourself in the customers' shoes and to try to envision their needs, interests, and 

preferences.  

 

The product should provide solutions. Also, you should be sure that you did your best 

and that this is the final result. After you launch the marketing campaign, there's no 

turning back. 

 

- You focus on the market and target customers 

This is a common mistake. A product can't do everything for everyone. It's better to 

address properly to a few segments than to try to get as many customers from the 

general public.  

 



It's natural to be worried that you might lose business, but on the long term you'll see 

that serving well a few segments is more profitable than trying to appeal to everyone. 

Gadgets are often considered to be niche products with a very specific target audience. 

This doesn't mean that they won't do well on the market. Many of them are incredibly 

popular. 

 

- The price is right. 

You deserve to get rewarded for your hard work. You don't want to lose money or to 

break even. But this doesn't mean that you should set extremely high prices compared 

to your direct competitors.  

 

The price needs to be fair enough for everyone. It should have a reasonable cost that 

will bring you profits and bring the customer a good price per value too. A seriously 

overpriced item might not turn out to be so profitable after all. 

 

- You don't plan to launch a very similar item soon. 

Creating a high-tech item involves a lot of work and research. It's not an easy task to 

come up with something new. Therefore, these products might come with pretty 

significant price tags. 

 

The customer wants to use them for quite a while before buying something else. The 

product you want to promote through high technology marketing shouldn't immediately 

be followed by a 'new and improved' version.  

 

This will just make customers think they bought an inferior product, regret the 

purchase, and lose interest in the brand. Fresh products will be welcome, but advertise 

the existing one for a good while before moving on. 

 



It's true that people tend to buy the latest things. However, no one will want to buy an 

improved version of a device they just bought a few weeks ago. 

 

High-tech marketing can make your company thrive and help you achieve your business 

goals. Still, before organizing your marketing plan, make sure your brand is fully ready. 


